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Abstract
Visualizing the quality of a product or a service regarding its environmental impact is an important step to foster sustainability. Since Internet and Information Technology have an increasing consumption of power, it is interesting to visualize if a Website is hosted with green electricity. We developed a prototypical Firefox extension, which depicts this power quality. The service bases on a database where several providers are stored who offer hosting with green electricity.

1. Introduction
The power consumption of the Internet is still increasing. Actual approximations assume that the worldwide Internet infrastructure consumed in 2007 about 208 TWh power³. One important step to make the Web environmentally friendlier is to reduce power consumption with newer hardware, virtualization, and efficient algorithms (see e.g. [Fichter 2007]). However, for the required residual consumption, green power from renewable energy sources is the best choice to foster Sustainable Development. But up to now it is rarely possible for Web surfers to see if a Website is hosted with green power (only when the Website itself makes this information available). In order to solve this problem, we developed a browser extension called “Power Indicator” to visualize the green power status of the actual Website to the user.

2. Existing Approaches
Up to now, a Web surfer has very limited options to find out if a Website is hosted with green power. Based on our knowledge special tools to determine this are not available. However, some providers make special labels like “Atomstromfreies Internet” (nuclear power free Internet) available (e.g. Greenpeace⁴). Websites can integrate this label and visualize that they are hosted nuclear-free. There exist also Websites, which list ecological Internet Service Providers (ISP), like ecologee.net⁵.

However, all these approaches lack in three central points:
(1) They are restricted only to a few Websites
(2) The user must know the ISP of a Website or must identify the label (if available)
(3) The label-service is not always provider-neutral
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3. The “Power Indicator” Application

In order to resolve these lacks we developed an extension for the Web browser Firefox\(^6\). Within Firefox, extensions are easy to develop and to maintain. However, the concept behind the application can also be implemented within other browsers. The main idea of this extension is to visualize in real-time whether a Website is hosted with green power or not.

3.1 Functionality

The Power Indicator is easy to use. It is developed as a Firefox extension and can be downloaded and installed in a standardized way. After installation an icon shows the power quality (figure 1) down to the right of the Firefox window.

![Figure 1. Screenshot of the extension](image)

In detail, after a Website is loaded within Firefox, Power Indicator identifies the associated IP-Address via the URL. This IP-Address is sent to our database, where several providers and their green power status are stored. Depending on the query result the extension displays if the Website is hosted with green power (figure 1). It also visualizes the quality of green electricity.

3.2 Power Quality Classes - Defining User Options

The user has different possibilities to configure the local installation. A main point assures that the user will be able to deactivate the extension easily if he does not want that his URLs are sent to our backend. Additionally, all connections use HTTPS.

The second configuration option is connected with some special characteristics of green power. Here several quality levels exist (for discussions about the quality of green electricity see e.g. [Lange 2007]). Because we do not want to dominate over the users, and left the decision to them which green power quality status is acceptable. By default our application distinguishes three classes of green power:


:\[^7\] See [https://addons.mozilla.org/de/firefox](https://addons.mozilla.org/de/firefox), last visited 2008-05-23, for more information
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Quality A: Pure renewable energies with additional plants; no mixing with conventional energy production; clear criteria for the renewable energies.  
Quality B: Pure renewable energies with additional plants; the power provider may be mixed up with conventional energies.  
Quality C: Systems like the Renewable Energy Certificate System (RECS)\(^8\) and other systems which do just trade with certificates without fostering additional plants.

These qualities are visualized on the browser surface with a green label containing the related character. However, with the options dialog the user can decide e. g. that the default quality C for him is acceptable as quality B.

### 3.3 Overall Architecture

Power Indicator bases on a three-layer architecture. In detail we use a PostgreSQL-Database in the backend and a Zope-based application server with the content management system Plone. The frontend is realized by a Firefox extension and contains scripts based on Javascript and the XML User Interface Language (XUL). Fig. 2 illustrates the overall architecture.

![Diagram of the overall architecture of the Firefox extension “Power Indicator”](image.png)

**Figure 2. Overall architecture of the Firefox extension “Power Indicator”**

### 3.4 Possibilities and Limitations of the “Power Indicator”

The Power Indicator gives Web surfers the opportunity to see if a Website is hosted with green power. However, the quality of this service bases on two essential factors: Firstly, the database content must be as complete and correct as possible, and secondly, the tool must provide the correct power quality informa-

\(^8\) http://www.recs.org, last visited 2008-05-23
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tion in real-time. The first factor bases onto good investigations and can be supported by an active community, which checks new entries and examines ISP, electricity producers, Website providers etc. The second point tends to good software quality and can be guaranteed by structured software tests, a transparent software architecture etc. This comprises that the software must be easy to install, to use, and to deinstall.

Consequently, our tool is as good as these two factors are put into practice. Considering the special purpose – to foster sustainability by visualizing feedback about Websites and their power quality – we must also consider questions regarding data volumes and also personal data protection. In order to reduce data volumes and to avoid a rebound effect pitfall the amount of the downloaded data is very small and comprises only one byte. To ensure personal data protection no URLs are stored on the server side; additionally, the connection is based on HTTPS.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

The described Firefox extension Power Indicator shows if a Website is hosted with green power. We give the Web surfers the chance to see if a Website and its provider is really “green”. Therefore, they can decide if they want to use that Website. Therefore our tool can support a “greener” Web indirectly. We are optimistic that sensors like the power indicator help to enhance Sustainable Development. They are one step to visualize the implications of Internet and Information Technology onto the environment and therefore also to sharpen new research fields like “Sustainable Software Engineering” [Naumann 2006].

Actually the prototype of our software “Power Indicator” is undergoing a beta-test. Up to now the database contains about ten German providers who provide webhosting with green power. With help of an interested community we hope to complete and maintain our database within the next months.

The Power Indicator is one step to make the Internet more sustainable because it visualizes whether a Website is hosted with green power or not. One next step could be to send information about the eco-status of Websites directly (and certified) with the Website metadata, e. g. in a standardized exchange format based on XML. And of course the service should also be available on other browser systems.
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